CARAVAN TEST

tiny BIG camper
An off-road trailer that is bigger on the inside that the outside is nothing
new. The Invader Duo is simply smarter than some of its competitors.
Words and photos Cyril Klopper
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ff-road trailers are easier to tow
than off-road caravans as they’re
smaller and lighter. By contrast, an
off-road caravan is nicer to camp
with than an off-road trailer because you
sleep inside it, on a decent bed, rather than
on top in a rooftop tent where you have to
make do with a wafer thin foam mattress.

The Invader Duo blurs these boundaries
because you sleep outside the hull in a tent
(but on a decent mattress) and yet it has
a dining area inside the hull. So you get the
best of both worlds, and although it is equal
parts off-road trailer and an off-road caravan,
it is also pure camping luxury thanks to a host
of helpful innovations.

Astern
At the rear of the Duo is a
full-sized spare wheel with
two jerrycan brackets on
either side. The adhesives of
ZA stickers and Mozambique
triangle decals wil not adhere
to the fibreglass body.
You can, however, ask
Invader to rivet an aluminium
plate the back of the lid
where you can apply these
mandatory decals – it’s
also a convenient place
to stick country flags and
travel stickers from all the
destinations you’ll visit.

INVADER DUO

Going towing
With a tare weight of just
860 kg, this off-road caravan is
easy to tow, and thanks to its
narrow width you don’t have to
use caravan mirrors to see past
it. The compact dimensions
do require you to know what
you’re doing when reversing.
Unlike longer off-road
caravans, the Invader Duo
swerves to the left or right
rapidly at the merest tug of
your steering wheel, just like
when you reverse a short
garden trailer.
The jockey wheel can be
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unclamped so that you can store
it in the nose cone when facing
serious 4x4 terrain. There are two
electrical leads; the usual one for
the lights plus a Brad Harrison
cord for the caravan’s battery
system and electrical appliances.
The Invader Duo’s hull is made
of durable laminated fibreglass
that is super resistant to scratches
and pockmarks from upflung
gravel. However, client demand
has led to the Invader’s nose
cone being clad in treadplate to
protect the fibreglass.
The irony is that the metal
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sheets are less durable than the
fibreglass – and if you want the
treadplate to look as good as
fibreglass years later, you will
need to purchase an optional
nose cone blanket (left).
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Open, Sesame!
After levelling the caravan with
its corner steadies and jockey
wheel, release the Duo’s lid with
six clip toggles – three on each
side of the hull.
On the left of the caravan are
three hatches, lower the middle
hatch downward. Inside the
cabinet is a switch that activates
a compressor. This then uses air
pressure to push the lid upward.
Once you’ve raised the roof,
release the switch and open the
Duo’s door.
In front of you is the foot of
a double bed. Push the bed to
the left on two slides until it
rolls over the nose; A tent will
automatically unfurl as the bed
slides out. Get inside the caravan,
give the roof one more push,
and span the tent by placing
a pole between the tent’s front
frame and the Duo’s roof.
Climb out of the Duo and
walk to the nose cone where
you swing out two poles, one

on either side of the A-frame,
and prop them under the bed
floor for extra support. All that
remains now is to span the
window awnings using spring
steel rods and your room is
ready. It takes no more than
a minute and requires no backbreaking work.
If the weather plays along and
you want to enjoy unobstructed
views of nature, you can unzip
and remove the canvas walls.
However, keep in mind that
nothing will stop a vervet
monkey from frolicking on your
bed. If you expect inclement
weather, you can roll out a
flysheet and a weatherproof
awning from their bags – on the
front and left sides of the Duo –
before raising the roof.
If you’ll be staying in one spot
for a while, you can pitch a silver
sheet rally tent complete with
walls and guy ropes to create a
vestibule in which to cook.

Cooking with gas

With a tare weight of just
860 kg, this off-road caravan
is easy to tow…
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The kitchen is on the left side
of the caravan. There are two
hatches that open down from
the hull. Behind the first one
(above the wheel arch) are two
drawers with foam inserts for
wine and cooldrink glasses,
mugs, porridge bowls, side
plates and dinner plates – four
of each. Invader does not
provide cutlery and you will
need to supply your own.
The hatch lid has a shallow
indentation which holds a
nylon cutting board (supplied)

and next to the drawers are
shelves for tinned food and an
assortment of spices.
Behind the second hatch is
a twin-plate gas cooker and
two sinks with a mixer tap.
There are also shelves where
you can store pots and pans.
Below this hatch are
three power sockets with
a weatherproof cover. Finally,
there’s a door in the nose cone
behind which a National Luna
fridge-freezer is drawn out on
a sliding frame.
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Utilities
On the right of the caravan is a
12 V socket, shower head, gas
ventilator, the water tank filler, a
220 V power socket and a Brad
Harrison socket should you
want to plug in a solar panel.
There are also two doors –
one in the hull and another in
the nose cone. The first one
gives access to the caravan’s
105 Amp deep-cycle battery
and 30 Amp recharger, and the
storage space is also spacious
enough to carry a foldable solar
panel. You can store items such
as a gas cylinder and the rally
tent in the nose cone.
At the bottom of the hull are
two tiny doors. This is where
the poles for the awning and
the rally tent are kept.
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The technical stuff

It’s not on top, it’s inside
Inside the door are three canvas
spaces for wine bottles and
mesh bags for other loose items
such as your car key and head
torches. To the right of the door
as you get in is a shallow box and
behind it a seat for one person.
Under that seat is a cassette
toilet that can be removed and
placed in a toilet tent – or you
can use it where it is.
Across from the single seat
is a bench that’s wide enough
for one adult or two toddlers.
Between the two seats are
wardrobes on the right and
a fold-out table on the left.
You can use this living area
as a dining room when the
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mosquitoes get too bothersome
outside. Under the fold-out table
is a fire extinguisher and next to
the single seat you’ll find a basin
with hot and cold water.
The bench at the foot of the
bed not only has storage, but
also three three-point power
sockets under the cushion. Of
course, the bench also serves as
a step to get to the double bed.
Hidden mood lights, neutral
colours and high ceilings help
you never to feel claustrophobic.
The mood light switch sits
to the left of the door next to
a battery charge monitor. There
are other switches, including
one for the water pump.

Length 4,15 m
Width 1,85 m
Height inside 2,25 m
Height (closed) 1,80 m
Tare weight 860 kg
Load capacity 640 kg
GVM 1,5 t
Axle 1,8 t with leaf springs
Tyres 245/75R15
Price From R119 000
Plus
The fibreglass is durable.
Interior space is generous.
It has a surprising amount of
storage space.

go! Drive & Camp borrowed
the off-road caravan from the
manufacturer.
go! Drive & Camp says The Duo
is easy to tow, easy to pitch, it’s
spacious inside and the finishes
are top notch.

Dealer Network
Invader has dealerships in
the Western Cape, Gauteng,
Mpumalanga and KwaZuluNatal.
Contact 0861 468 2337
invader.co.za

Minus
6

T here are many steps to
remember when you pack
up the Duo, and if you
forget a step, you might
break something.
	You must use a bungee cord
to keep the door open.
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